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NEW 50m Superyacht.
Listing ID - 3254
Description NEW 50m Superyacht
Length

49.9m (163ft 8in)

Beam

11m (36ft)

Draft

2.7m (8ft 10in)

Location

Tuzla, Turkey

Broker

George Pappas
george.pappas@seaboatsbrokers.com
+1 760 593-9138

Price

US$ 15.3m (as is-incomplete) to complete
US$ 2.6m - 3m

Price Notes Also available for future build 65m Version
P.O.A

Overview
Motor yacht PROJECT DRD is expected to be launched within the first quarter of 2021. The opportunity for a new
owner to complete construction of this spacious, well designed yacht with a better price point than starting from the
design phase and allows for a more personal interior design.
Also available with a reduction in basic costs since most of the engineering and design work has been finalized, a
65m version of this yacht. For the owner who wishes to add more personal touches, DRD65 will be a welcome
addition to its original the DRD50.
The motor yacht project has a length of 49.90-metres, a beam of 11-metres, a draft of 2.7-metres and a high volume
of 987 gross tonnes.

Project DRD features exterior and interior design, as well as naval architecture, by the Turkish studio, Adeo. The
company also acts as project managers and the yacht is built by Derindere Tur. Oto. A.S. The steel hulled motor yacht
is built to RINA class and is expected to hit the water by years end.
The project was started in 2016, first learning about the construction of the yacht in April 2016 when we saw the
hull and superstructure of the project in-build.
DRD is powered by twin 1,450hp MTU engines, reaching a top speed of 17 knots and a cruising speed of 12 knots.
the project is being built for the owner of the 34.13-metre catamaran motor yacht DRD, which was built by Turkish
yard Mengi-Yay in 2013.
Built by Derindere Tur. Oto. A.S and designed by Turkish studio Adeo Marine with naval architecture and exterior and
interior styling also from the same company, PROJECT DRD is for the Owner of the 34m/111ft motor catamaran DRD,
launched in 2013 and built by another Turkish shipyard, Mengi-Yay.
The latest motor yacht is built to RINA class with a steel hull and aluminium superstructure, an 11m/36ft beam and a
2.7m/8.8ft draft, and fitted with twin 1450 HP MTU engines for a top speed of 17 knots and a cruising speed of 12
knots.
Concept images show a total of five decks, and an upper deck above the bridge deck places a large Jacuzzi and sun
pads to the aft. The sundeck offers sweeping views of the surroundings, while on the fore deck in front of the bridge
there is chaise-lounger seating for afternoon cocktails and alfresco dining. Additional space on the bow is used for
tender storage, leaving the lower deck stern free for other amenities or even more water toys.
The upper deck forward has glass sliding doors leading into the interior, concept images also show a spacious
contemporary lounge, with the broad beam allowing for two plush seating areas to either side as well as plenty of
space for guests to flow between entertainment spaces.
These specs are that of the completed vessel
LOA: 49.9m
Beam: 11m
Draft: 2.7m
Displacement (Full Load): 664.8 tonnes
GRT: 987
Fuel Capacity: 95800 litres
Fresh Water Capacity Grey: 40,000 litres
Black Water Capacity: 18,000 litres
Cruising / Maximum Speed: 12 knots / 17 knots
Owner / Guest Accommodation: 1x Master, 3x Guest (2), 4x Guest (1)
Crew Accommodation: 9 in 5 cabins + 8 in 4 large crew cabins + Crew mess at main deck + 1 Captain cabin at upper
deck
Classification: RINA Class C + Hull + MACH Ych + EFP + DMS
Main Engine: 2x 1450 hp MTU 12V 2000 M72
Gear Box: ZF Gearbox r:5:1
Generators: 2x 135 kVa + 80 kVa + 106 kVa (Emergency) Volvo Penta
Bowthruster: TRAC Bow Thruster 96kW
Stabilizer: TRAC 440 Zero Speed (4 fin)
Steering System: Data Hydraulics - DDS 2x 2000-2-ESC
Windlasses: Data Hydraulics - DZC 5000 EPKr
Capstans: Data Hydraulics - DHC 3000 EPKr
Anchor: 2x 410kg High Holding Type

Chains: 2x 125m Galvanized 22mm Studless
Gangway-Side Ladder: 5.5m Telescopic 3 Stage (Sanguinetti)
SOLAS Crane: Sanguineti 1000kg
Boarding Ladder: Sanguineti King Model
Paint System: Awlgrip High Gloss
Firefighting: Ultra Fog
Water Maker: Idromar x2
Sewage Treatment: Omnipure Series 55
Navigation Equipment: Furuno (Navigation Area A3)
Pumps: Gianneschi
Air Conditioning System: Marine Air
Interior Lighting: Cantalupi
Exterior Lighting: Cantalupi
Propulsion System: Radice Elice
Oily Bilge Separator: Dvz
Electrical Equipment: Masterwolt-Victron
Cathodic Protection: Cathelco ICCP and Antifouling
A60 Fire Doors: AP Marine
WT Sliding Door: AP Marine
Rescue Boat: Castoldi Jet Tender 14-Rescue boat
Tender: Castoldi Jet Tender 23
Spa: Jacuzzi Virginia Blower

The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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